
SUBJECT: SOOBZCOV Tscherim)

I. IDENTIFYING INFORMATION:

Office of Security files in the name Tscherim
SOOBZOOK reveal he was born between 1918 and 1924 in
Tachtamukai, Caucasus, USSR. He has also been known as
Tscherim SOOBZ0a)V, Tscherim SOOBZOKOFF, Abdel-Karim
SHOWABX0QA, and Kerim ZOOBZOKO. See paragraph 2 for
additional information.

II. CIA ASSOCIATION AND SECURITY ACTION:

The earliest action in Subject's security file is
a 12 January 1953 memorandum pertaining to a 27
1952. request (not•in file) for an operational clearance
to permit Subject's use as a spotter in Transjordan.
Results of Agency checks--all of which were no record or
non-derogatory—were forwarded to the DDO for a determina-
tion regarding his operational use	 (A gap exists in
Subject's security file between this action and May. 1955.
However, a review in 1975 of his 201 file showed that a'
Provisional Operational Approval (POA) was granted
7 November 1952, and he was polygraphed 22 February 1953
in Beirut. - Responding to their request, biographic in-
formation was sent to the State Department on 16 November
1953. The DDO project was terminated about April 1954 but
as of 4 October 1954 Subject was being retained operational-
ly. An Operational Approval (OA) was granted on 26 May 1955
(no additional information available).

r– 	 The April 1953 polygraph disclosed:evidence of
evasion in Subject's bacEiRidnd and th-T- DO requested he
be repol=aphed to test the veracity of Subject and the
accuracy of–b-araphical information. The polygraph examiner
tested him on 25 February 1956 concerning communism, Personal
History Statement (PHS) falsification, and security indis-
cretions. He concluded there were no specific responses
indicative of deception except poSsibly in the area of mem-
bership in or sympathy for communism, where some sensitivity
was noted. During this interview Subject advised that he
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joined the German Army in 1942 and served until 1945.
He was assigned as an officer, first to a Notth Caucasian
volunteer unit and later to the Caucasian SS Division
(Waffen SS) recruiting Caucasian prisoners of war into

L. German fighting units. (Different versions surface later)

Provisional and full Covert Security Approvals
(GSA) were requested on 29 August 1956 to employ Subject
as a covert associate. A partial covert background in-
vestigation was conducted by the.New York Field Office
(NYFO). Several informants derided his honesty and charac-
ter and one advised there were reports to the 'effect that
while Subject was in Jordan, he was actively engaged in
Circassian politics on behalf of Soviet Intelligence.
The informant pointedout that these were unverified rumors
and may have emanated from a Caucasian group engaged in
inter-factional squabbling with-another group, which Subject
represented. The earlier request was canceled and a new
OA initiated to permit Subject's use in the United States as
a hot war cadre trainee.

f-	 On 13 December 1956 Subject was polygrapled to
resolve the discrepancies noted in previous examinations and
allegations pertaining to'Soviet connections. The examiner
concluded that Subject may have been sympathetic to communism
in the past but was no longer, and he has not been a member

lof the Communist Party. A POA was granted on 8 February 1957
which was immediately followed by a request for an OA. This
request was canceled on 6 March 1957.

IIn order to resolve background discrepancies and
check project security, Subject was again -991Earapilla from
21-24 August 1957	 After three hours of interrogation, Sub-
ject admitted to falsifying his entire personal history
prior to about 1945. He admitted to previously lying about -
his birth date, Komsomol membership, education, and military
background. His story was that in regard to intelligence or
irregular military activities, he started working about
August 1942 for the Germans as Chief/Circassian Field Gon-
darmeric, a local force organized by the Germans to keep
order and fight partisans. He remained chief of this unit
until October 1942 when he requested transfer to a fighting
unit after refusing to take part in blacklisting Soviet
officials and Jews. About March 1944 the Germans made him
responsible for rounding up Circassians for fighting units.
Late in 1944 a German colonel convinced him to join the SS
and promoted him to 1st . Lieutenant.. He was given the assign.-

• ment of combing prisoner of war campsin Albania-, AuStria,-
Hungary, and elsewhere for Circassians to form a Moslem SS
Division. He continued this activity until March/April 1945.
Due to lack of time, his admissions were not re-checked on

Lthe polygraph.



On 9 October 1957, .NYFO verified Subject's periods
of employment with Mutual Life Insurance Company as a sales-
man from 1956-28 February 1957 and 16 September 1957 to the

r-date of investigation. TILLT22.1gIARts were then administered
in short order--one just prior to and the other after an
operational mission to Jordan. At the conclusion of the
first on 18 October 1957, the examiner expressed the opinion
that Subject was , not attempting to conceal any past or present
connection with non-American intelligence services (both
Soviet and German were specifically asked about) and was not
fabricating any important part of his PHS. When he was poly-
mulled on 22 April 1958 about specific allegations concern-
ing his behavior in the Middle East, Subject volunteered to
previously falsifying biographic information. He also ad-
mitted to giving false information to the American Consulate
in Jordan when seeking to emigrate to the United States. It
was the examiner's opinion that Subject still had not cam-,

Lpletely told the true story.

From 28-30 October 1958 Subject was interviewed by
the DDO case officer, during which some elements of his
biography were reconciled. He stated that his true birth
date was 24 August 1924 (both 1921 and 1918 had previously
been used) and wrote anew autobiography outlining all de-
tails of his life. He stated he had.used a false birth date
to make himself appear older to be eligible for service in
the local militia and had falsified his level of education.
to be eligible for officer rank and generally get a better
deal. He added that the dates had become publicly accepted
and he felt compelled to use them when applying for a U.S.
visa. This material was subjected to a thorough review
and a 4 March 1959 memorandum, to the DDO concluded that
Subject was still concealing some phases of his life in the
USSR and recommended a still more thorough debriefing.

FThe final and most exhaustive polyzIaph and de-
briefing took place from 19-20 November 1959. • Subject ad-
mitted to:

a. being recruited by a German SS or SD Intelli-
gence officer in 1942 to act as an informer against
his own people and was in the employ of German in-
telligence until he was wounded in February 1943;

b. being a semi-deserter from the German . Army
for eleven months,after his release from hospital
in the summer Of 1943;
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c. corresponding with friends and relatives in
the USSR since late 1957;

d. falsifying the extent of his education;

e. being in charge of an execution detail of
a Soviet partisan, although he himself did not fire;

f. being present when several conspirators
planning a mutiny were executed by firing squad
(although working for German Intelligence in the
military unit, he claimed to have no advance knowl-
edge and had no part in reporting the conspiracy)

He denied ever signing any secrecy agreements or making
written or oral reports to German Intelligence, - He also
stated that no Circassian or Soviet was ever punished on the
basis of his reporting. AI_Iheconclusion, it was the exami-
ner's opinion that Sul?j,eq-Li.-5_4J-1-in.c.orrigibia_fabricator and.
irras_saliliattediifiiiiition about his past. Further,
the reason he continued to attempt—de&615-tiOn must be so im-
portant and pertinent to his welfare that he cannot afford

1 to tell the complete truth about his past without seriously
I...jeopardizing his future. A memorandum was forwarded to the

DDO cautioning against Subjects use in future operations
in light Of the discrepancies. His Operational Approval
was canceled on 4 April 1960.

III. OTHER GOVERNMENTAGENCIES:

Department of State	 •
Immigration and Naturalization Service


